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A GAP YEAr… iS iT ESSENTiAL?

The Gap Year
Since the early 1990s gap year participation has become a growing 

phenomenon amongst young people in the United Kingdom, with 

an estimated figure of ‘250,000 undertaking a gap year each year’ 1. 

however, it is anticipated that due to changes with university tuition 

fees in 2012 participation in gap years is likely to be lower in 2011.2

This growing phenomenon has extended into the Christian gap 

year market, which has also gone through a time of significant 

growth. The range of Christian gap year opportunities available 

to Christian young people today is as diverse as it is vast, with a 

number of providers offering programmes in a variety of countries 

and contexts throughout the world. Christian Vocations advises 

between ‘5-10,000 people every year that are looking to go on short-

term mission, which includes gap years’.3 One of the many reasons 

why Christian gap year programmes are attracting greater numbers 

is because they offer specific training and practical opportunities in 

Christian faith and service. These may involve ‘administration, youth 

work, evangelism, working with children, working in the community, 

working in school or teaching English in foreign countries’.4

The Salvation Army Gap Year
There are many varied reasons why people are attracted to and 

choose a gap year run by The Salvation Army. Some of the motivating 

factors, as highlighted in a recent study called ‘Army of Disciples’, 

are: the programme’s vision and values; teaching curriculum closely; 

discipleship support; working with others; and mission experience.

Since 1991 The Salvation Army in the UK Territory has run a gap 

year programme, initially called Timothy, in which 115 young people 

participated during its 15 years. In 2006 ALOVE UK subsequently 

launched a new mission and discipleship gap year programme 

called Essential. To date 87 young people have been trained and 

have delivered well over 100,000 hours of missional youth work 

at corps and social centres. The Salvation Army internationally 

also runs a number of different gap year training programmes in 

Australia, Canada, South Africa and America.

So what training does the Essential programme deliver and why 

should someone consider it?

Essential impact
When Jesus called his first disciples to follow him they were 

immediately enrolled on a whole-life discipleship training programme. 

The disciples left jobs, families and friends in order to learn a new 

set of skills that would prove significant for their futures – learning 

through experience, hands-on training, one-on-one discipleship, 

support, challenge and encouragement. Jesus created a unique 

learning environment that was designed to revolutionise an ordinary 

crew of young people into a band of passionate disciples who would 

go on to transform the first-century world in which they lived.

We are often asked why people should consider taking part in a 

gap year like Essential. We believe that a gap year provides a timely 

intervention in which young people can:

1. discover their vocation.

2. discover more about themselves.

3. discover more about god.

Obviously there are many other benefits of taking a gap year, 

including the ‘opportunity to grow in maturity, to develop initiative 

and self-reliance, and to develop competence and personal life 

skills’.5 Employers and universities increasingly attach importance 

to evidence of enterprise, maturity and sustained commitment both 

within and outside formal education.6 

Essential 2
In 2010 ALOVE UK completed a study of Salvation Army gap year 

programmes over an eight-year period. The purpose of this study 

was to determine the extent to which Essential can be viewed as an 

effective model of discpleship.

participants were asked about their expectations of joining the gap 

year programme and what they hoped to gain from the experience. 

(See Fig 1).

This shows us that two of the most important elements young 

people are looking for in a gap year programme are ‘to grow deeper 

in their faith’ and ‘to be stretched and challenged’.7 This is closely 

followed by the expectation to ‘develop new personal skills/gifts’; 

‘learn more about discipleship’ and ‘to be involved in mission’.8

participants were also asked ‘What did you gain from your gap 

year?’ (See Fig 2).

1. http://tiny.cc/7vrf2, accessed on 25 Jan 2008.
2. UCAS

3. Youthwork magazine October 2007. Christian Vocations are a Short Term Service Directory. 
4. http://www.oscar.org.uk/oscaractive/articles/duursma.htm, accessed on 11 Jan 2010.
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These results indicate that the main impact that the Essential 

programme has in terms of discipleship is in the development of 

their faith, with 91% of participants indicating a ‘significant’ or 

‘very significant’ impact in this area. In addition to this 86.5% of 

participants indicated that they had been stretched and challenged 

during their year, and 86% said that they had learnt to persevere. This 

demonstrates that the Essential programme successfully lives up to 

the expectations of the young people involved in terms of what they 

look to get out of their year of discipleship, and in meeting the needs 

of each individual. Another important aspect is that 89% noted that 

they gained new friends whilst involved in the gap year programme.

One participant who reflected on their own gap year experience 

acknowledged that working with other people proved to be really 

significant in providing them with a strong network of friends and 

colleagues who became invaluable to them over the years from a 

professional and personal perspective.9 

The study also found that an overwhelming majority of participants 

(97%) indicated that the programme had a significant impact on 

their discipleship, in areas of theology (91%), character (85%) and 

direction/vocation (74%). All of these factors led 91% of participants 

to identify that the main impact of the gap year programme on their 

discipleship was in the development of their faith.10 

‘This has been the best year of my life. I have learnt and done so 

many things that I thought I’d never be able or even want to do – 

like preaching a sermon, helping with kids clubs, reading books and 

so much more’ (paul hawkins, Essential trainee 2010/11).  

(p.T.o.)
5. gap profile
6. Extract from Sheffield hallam Careers Advice website 
7. 98% of participants rated these factors as 3: significant or 4: very significant.
8. 87%-89% rated these factors as 3: significant or 4: very significant.

fig 2: pARTICIpAnTS’ gAInS FROM ThEIR gAp YEAR

fig 1: pARTICIpAnTS’ ExpECTATIOnS OF ThE SALVATIOn ARMY gAp YEAR pROgRAMME
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(continued from p. 11)

‘one thing I will never lose sight of is how God has changed me as a 

person and a disciple of him through my time on Essential. I realised 

youth work was the path for me during Essential, and three years 

later I am qualifying as a youth worker’  

(Sarah Tomkinson, Essential2 trainee 2009/11).

Essential Mission and Discipleship
During their year each participant is placed in a small team which 

is sent to a local Salvation Army mission placement. Being placed 

within a team creates a unique learning environment, and as one 

participant explained, ‘Without the team setting I don’t think this year 

would have been possible for me’.11

The mission team placement provides an environment where 

discipleship and mission can combine to create a place for 

transformation to occur within the lives of the participants and the 

communities in which they live. 

Mission will never be 9-to-5. It can’t be confined to the moments 

we are willing to give. It must mean us giving our very selves to the 

community we are living in, the people we are called to serve. 12

Essential Training
Essential is accredited by the national Open College network 

(nOCn)13, and the formal, taught element is delivered over five weeks 

of residential training. 

The training ethos is based on the principle that actively participating 

in discipleship and mission provides a way of ‘becoming fully human 

in a way that Jesus imagines for us’. Essential uses a number of 

tools that support discipleship. These include spiritual disciplines 

(reading the Bible in a year, personal devotions); space for weekly 

journalling and book-reading, and reflection and exercises for 

ongoing self-assessment and one-on-one discipleship.

‘The one-to-one chats with my discipler, line manager, and guys 

from ALOVE have all been really good at allowing me to express my 

views and think a bit more about my future.’ 

 ALOVE UK’s Essential training course creates a unique and practical 

learning environment which seeks to emulate Jesus’ model of 

training. During this programme, faith is tried and tested; theology is 

broadened; character is strengthened; giftings are recognised and 

fanned into flame; weaknesses are challenged; and interpersonal 

social skills are finely honed. 

‘The learning from that year has stayed with me, and impacted me more 

than any education to that point, and perhaps even with subsequent 

study. I see my gap year as a timely intervention, where god challenged 

me to follow and really go for a life in him’ (Essential trainee).

Essential offers a safe place for a young person to discover more 

about themselves, their faith and their place in god’s world and to 

experience a year’s worth of training that will last a lifetime. 

phil Ball is the Training and programme Officer for ALOVE UK. 

9. participant.
10. ‘Army of Disciples’: A Study of the Salvation Army gap Year programme as an Effective Model of Discipleship
11. Essential1 handbook 2008-2009.
12. Essential1 handbook, 2008-2009.
13. nOCn provides a national framework of credit units and qualifications. Essential1 holds a level 3 Award in progression Certificate.


